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Abstract

The effect of friction and abrasion of frame saw blades side planes in a kerf when sawing pine and spruce sawlogs
in the top end diameter classes interval 18-40 cm was modelled accordingly to resultant saw blade thickness and surface
hardness. Gradually diminishing saw blade thickness eliminates initial surface hardness of cold rolled strip steel. Hardness
and thickness of new and used frame saw blades interrelationships on the abrasion zone of frame saw blades were discussed.
Phenomenas of thickness diminution were established showing good correlation between thickness and surface hardness.
The effect of asymptotic stabilization of hardness after certain depth of wear on saw blade side planes has been stated.
Further recovery of surface hardness alongside the blade length seemed to be related to the typical sawlog diameter
classes distribution (18-40 cm) at the Lithuanian frame sawmills.
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Introduction
Leading sawmilling industry countries for more
than two decades experience consistent expand and
evolution of strip steel saw blade applications and
developments. Rapid transition from frame sawmills to
band and circular sawing during the last decade is in
progress also in Lithuanian sawmill industry. However many experts foretell renaissance and emerge of the
frame saw blades with new competitive performances!
Still proper tool design, selection and especially saw
blade maintenance needs to be enhanced considerably. Distribution of costs in an efficient sawmills shows
that wood saw blades accounts for only 0.02% of total costs while tool maintenance reaches some 1% or
more (Production 2006, Uddeholm 2006). Saw blade
service time depends on various factors and it is expected to be as long as possible.
Frame and band saw blades are strips of cold
rolled, hardened and tempered steel. Surface hardness
(HRC - Rockwell hardness scale) varies considerably
from 38 HRC for teeth swaging to 49 HRC for springsetting (Production 2006, Williston 1989, Wood
2004). For each single blade surface hardness have
to be as uniform as possible to facilitate swaging and
setting accuracy, proper tensioning, steady wear and
impact resistance as well as fatigue strength. Best saw
blade steel distinguishes by hardness tolerance ±1
HRC but some manufacturers are content with ±2 HRC
or even larger hardness spread (Gang 2002, Morozov
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1988, Uddeholm 2006, Wood 2006,). Therefore, industry regularly experience considerable variation in
the hardness properties within each individual steel
coil as well between different deliveries and manufacturers. That makes life difficult for saw-doctors to
correctly carryout the blade maintenance (Production 2006; Wood 2004).
Uniformity of surface hardness is not the only
reason to explore steel quality or select optimal supplier of saw blades. During saw body friction in the
kerf some surface abrasion occurs and its hardened
layer starts gradually wear up affecting blade thickness (Ukvalbergienë et al. 2006). Relatively high temperatures, particularly at the edges of the teeth reaching 600-700 oC, create thermal stresses which also affect the steel properties (Grigaras and Baltruðaitis
2006). Such process is under the influence of wood
species, moisture content, sawing speed, feed speed,
setting or swaging side clearance, etc (Williston 1989,
Wood 2004, Production 2006).
The process of stress corrosion cracking was
studied for standard types of sawblade steel (Krilov
1986). The combined effects of corrosion and wear of
these steels produced an average loss of material of 5
g/m 2/h in weight and 0.001 mm/h in thickness. Such a
classification of sawblade steels and timbers processed
has an immediate applied use.
Surface finish of frame and band saw blades for
swage-setting is polished non-chromium plated. During swaging tooth breast is additionally cold rolled and
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its hardness increases up to 52 HRC. Saw blades for
spring-setting are made polished or chromium plated
for longer life (Gang 2002, Wood 2004). Chromium
plating reduces friction and abrasion of blade body
in the kerf and increases wear resistance at the edges
of the teeth (Uddeholm 2006).
Hypothetically saw blade thickness and hardness
has to diminish with abrasion of saw blade side surfaces caused by corrosion and friction of saw body
with wood in the kerf. Together with high temperatures
it has in turn to accelerate hardness decrease and
subsequently steel wear resistance taper (Astakhov
2004). This probably might also be quantifiably estimated by changing of saw blade thickness. Obviously for frame saw blades the configuration of these
phenomena may be expected to be more intensive in
the lower part of the saw body (Lee et al. 1994).
The objectives of this research were to test surface hardness distribution of new and used frame saw
blades; establish possible hardness regularities along
and across saw blade; investigate alterations in body
thicknesses of used saws and their possible relations
with surface hardness changes. If hypothesis proves
out the aim was to reveal mechanism and regularities
of such process.

Materials and methods
Sawlog abrasion and wear model

For description saw blade side plates abrasion
process in the kerf the following model was proposed
(Figure 1).

Our hypothesis was that approximately constant
saw blade abrasion and therefore thickness and hardness have to remain on contact zone of log with diameter D min within reach of one stroke, Figure 1, a
(also see uniformly abraded zone in Figure 1, b). After that initial thickness of saw blade and therefore
surface hardness begins to recover due to less intensive abrasion of decreasing number of logs with bigger diameters (according to the model showed in the
upper right zone, Figure 1, c) (Baltruðaitis and Pranckevièienë 2003). Surface hardness within entire contact
zone for sawlog diameters D min-D max hypothetically
follows regularity described in Figure 1, b (Baltruðaitis
and Pranckevièienë 2001).
Experimental

Serial measurement of saw blade thickness and
hardness has been planned and focused on validation
hypothesis of blade body thickness-hardness interrelationships under abrasion in the kerf. Surface hardness and thickness of two samples of frame saw blades
each consisting of 5 new and 5 used to different extent pieces was tested (Table 1).
Table 1. Characteristics of tested saw blades
Saw blade samples

Characteristics (average)

Used frame saw blades:

Nominal thickness: 2.2-2.3 mm

(non-chromium plated)

Width: 86-118 mm (used)
Length: 1600 mm

New frame saw blades:

Nominal thickness: 2.2 mm;

(chromium plated and non plated)

Width: 160 mm
Length: 1600 mm

Figure 1. Modelling of saw blade abrasion in the kerf within logs contact zone during one frame stroke: a)-location of
logs D min-D max at the upper and lower dead-points of the saw
blade stroke; b)-uniformly abraded zone; c)-typical sawlog
size distribution
2008, Vol. 14, No. 1 (26)

Used frame saw blades have been selected after
their width reached approximately half of the initial
standard value. It corresponds to manufacturers recommendations on ultimate service life. Five used and
three new frame saw blades were manufactured in Russia (Gorky IZ, chrome-vanadium steel mark 9XÔ, polished non-chromium plated). Two more new chromium
plated saw blades manufactured in Poland (GASS) and
Germany (Carl RÖNTGEN GmbH) have been added for
using as model if testing comply with the conformity
declared by manufacturers ±1 HRC hardness tolerance.
All used saw blades have been selected from softwood
(Scots pine Pinus sylvestris and Norway spruce Picea
abies) sawmills. The range of log top end diameters
classes at sawmills was 18-40 cm.
New saw blades were used for referent data to
compare initial spread of thickness and hardness properties with the results obtained on used to the ultiISSN 1392-1355
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Results and discussion
New chrome-vanadium (steel mark 9XÔ) frame saw
blades made in Gorky IZ showed up wide divergences of hardness reaching in separate cases up to ±2.5
HRC (requirements in Russia according to GOST standards ±2 HRC). New saw blades (GASS and Carl RÖNTGEN) not exceeded deviation of ±1.2 HRC and could
be therefore considered as of satisfactory quality.
Figure 2 provides typical surface hardness distribution pattern for new frame saw blade.
Evident in Figure 2 even (within 44-46 HRC) distribution of surface hardness of the new saw is convincingly transformed to gradual hardness diminution
from 51 HRC to 45 HRC towards lower end in used saw
(Figure 3).
This tapering pattern was characteristic of all five
tested saw blades.
2008, Vol. 14, No. 1 (26)
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Figure 2. Typical pattern of surface hardness on new frame
saw side plane
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Figure 3. Typical pattern of surface hardness on used frame
saw side plane

Moreover, all Gorky IZ frame saw blades being in
use up to the allowed width limit of 85 mm exhibited features confirming our hypothesis of interdependence of
saw blade surface hardness and gradual diminution of
thickness caused by body abrasion (Figures 4 and 5).
Consequential thickness diminution phenomena
downwards saw blade butt end was expectant and
2,34
Thickness of sawblade, mm

mate service life saw blades. Testing procedure was
in accordance with our earlier experiments (Timofejev
and Baltruðaitis 2003).
Side surface area on the abrasion zone of every
single saw blade within reach of D min-D max (Figure 1,
c, respective log diameters 18-40 cm) was divided into
separate small rectangular zones 30-50 mm in length
and 20-30 mm in width. Apparent length of this zone
on the tested saw blades varied between 950-1050 mm
but measurements were pursued on the 1200 mm range
starting from datum-level at the lower end of every
blade (corresponding with the initial sawlog contact
and abrasion in the kerf on the upper dead-point of
the frame stroke, Figure 1). Hardness and thickness
were measured at the junctions of lines separating
zones. This way from 120 to 180 measuring points has
been received for every saw blade at one side. At these
points thickness was measured with accuracy ±0.01
mm using calibrated micrometer. Hardness measuring
was carried out with accuracy ±0.5 HRC using portable hardness tester Instrumatic (CV Instruments Limited, England).
Measuring data were statistically computed with
dual purpose: to obtain the relationships of saw blade
surface hardness and thickness distribution on side
planes; and to lay down results sequentially from the
non-abraded upper end downward to check likelihood
of possible hardness-thickness regularities (the last
procedure only for used frame saw blades). In order to
reveal phenomenas of saw plate surface wear-thicknesshardness mechanism new and used saw blades were
tested and compared. Values, standard deviations and
distribution of saw blade strip thickness and surface
hardness were compared within and between blades and
with allowable tolerances declared by manufacturers.
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Figure 4. Change of frame saw blade thickness upwards to
the top end (sigmoid function coefficients: a=2.2129;
b=0.1182; c=872.677; d=138.8371)
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rationale having in minds that lower part of frame saw
blade body and teeth always participate in sawing
experiencing permanent friction in the kerf. With the
increase in diameter of processed sawlogs the zone of
permanent friction also increases. Median thickness
reduction from about 2.31 mm at top end of saw blade
to 2.21 mm in the abraded lower part (Figure 4) correspond to median hardness drop from 50 HRC to 45 HRC
according to the same model (Figure 4).
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Similar abrasion caused thickness-hardness relationships have been observed for all significantly used
frame saw blades. The decrease in thickness on tested frame saw blades was 0.07-0.11 mm (average per five
tested saws 0.081 mm) while the corresponding median hardness decrease range was 3.5-5.5 HRC.
Reference-tested new frame saw blades showed
discrete surface hardness distribution varying within
and between separate blades ±1 HRC without notably
consistent pattern and no longitudinal-transverse regularity of thickness changes has been observed.
Almost identical results (rather than moderate differences) could be explained by natural species and
diameter classes variety of processed saw logs during
service life of all tested frame saw blades (Figure 6).
The character and models of thickness-hardness
exchange in all observed cases as seen in Figure 6 were
convincingly comparable. The intensity of abrasion is
evidently similar.
Dependence of surface hardness on depth of wear
on saw blade side plate is shown in Figure 7.
The models of surface hardness and depth of wear
(Figure 7) could be modeled by equations with significant coefficients of determination (for surface hardness model R2=0.54, for depth of wear model R 2=0.89).
Depth of wear remains high (about 0.025 mm) within
first 350 mm of abrasion zone; consequential decrease
is observed when approaching less intensive friction
zone with the end of saw blade stroke (600 mm). At
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Figure 5. Change of frame saw blade side plane hardness
upwards to the top end (sigmoid function coefficients:
a=45.7765; b=3.0248; c=578.9751; d=47.5412)
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Figure 7. Interrelations of hardness-wear on saw blade side
plates within abrasion zone (hardness sigmoid function coefficients: a=42.6530; b=2.5587; c=372.5658; d=55.2834;
depth of wear sigmoid function coefficients: a=0.00643;
b=0.0194; c=438.6372; d=-106.8771)

the beginning of abrasion zone the lowest hardness
42 HRC is observed corresponding to the highest
depth of wear (more than 0.025 mm). Surface hardness
stabilizes at the depth of wear 0.018 mm and then starts
to grow-up when depth decreases to approximately
0.008 mm (values calculated using depth of wear model,
Figure 7). It is clearly evident recovery of surface
hardness to initial 46 HRC starting from approximately 44 HRC at 850 mm from the beginning of the abrasion zone.

Conclusions
During sawing all saw blade contact surfaces with
wood are subjected by normal and tangential stressISSN 1392-1355
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es causing various dimension forces resistant to saw
blade movement. Highest values and therefore most
intensive temperatures evidence within direct cutting
zone close to the saw teeth tips. Resulting heating and
temperature gradients cause stresses within whole saw
blade body and due to lasting character gradually affects steel structure and properties. Additional friction
and abrasion in the kerf accelerates diminution of saw
blade plate thickness; resulting surface hardness reduction adequately reflects the mechanism of wear.
Polished non-chromium plated frame saw blades
undergo considerable changes in thickness exceeding
in size hardened during steel coil manufacturing surface layer. Change in saw blade thickness is strongly
related to the change of surface hardness. Asymptotic decrease of hardness towards lower end of the saw
blade follows tapering wear-up of hardened layer of
saw blade. Surface hardness stabilizes at depth of wear
0.017 mm notwithstanding to further decrease of saw
blade thickness and begins to grow when depth falls
lower 0.01 mm. Thickness diminution has pronounced
asymptotic regularity towards lower end of the saw
blade; predominant and apparent explanation could be
alterations in abrasion zones of side planes undergoing due to gradually changing diameters of processed
sawlogs.
The results obtained here support the hypothesis that decreases of saw blade thickness and hardness during exploitation depends on diameter classes
of processed at the sawmill sawlogs. More experiments
are needed to relate finally sawlog diameter class distribution (see model for typical Lithuanian sawmill,
Figure 1, c) with the recovery of surface hardness after
abrasion zone reaches 800 mm and more (Figure 7,
hardness model); nevertheless both models are clearly sigmoid functions and adequately changing.
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ÌÎÄÅËÈÐÎÂÀÍÈÅ ÀÁÐÀÇÈÂÍÎÃÎ ÈÇÍÎÑÀ ËÅÍÒÛ ÐÀÌÍÎÉ ÏÈËÛ Â
ÏÐÎÏÈËÅ ÏÐÈ ÏÈËÅÍÈÈ ÁÐÅÂÅÍ
À. Áàëòðóøàéòèñ
Ðåçþìå
Ïî ðåçóëüòàòàì èçìåðåíèÿ ðåçóëüòèðóþùåé òîëùèíû è òâåðäîñòè ìîäåëèðîâàëîñü àáðàçèâíûé èçíîñ áîêîâûõ
ãðàíåé ðàìíîé ïèëû â ïðîïèëå ïðè ðàñïèëêå ñîñíîâûõ è åëîâûõ áðåâåí äèàìåòðîì â âåðõíåì êîíöå 18-40 ñì.
Óñòàíîâëåíî, ÷òî ïîñòåïåííîå óìåíüøåíèå òîëùèíû ëåíòû ýëèìèíèðóåò íà÷àëüíóþ òâåðäîñòü õîëîäíîêàòàíîé ñòàëè
ïèëüíîé ëåíòû.
Ðàññìàòðèâàëàñü âçàèìîñâÿçü òâåðäîñòè è òîëùèíû íîâûõ è îòðàáîòàííûõ ïèëüíûõ ëåíò â çîíå, ïî äëèíå
ñîîòâåòñòâóþùåé ðàçìåðàì êîíòàêòà â ïðîïèëå ðàçëè÷íûõ äèàìåòðîâ ðàñïèëèâàåìûõ áðåâåí çà îäèí õîä ïèëüíîé
ðàìû. Óñòàíîâëåííûå çàêîíîìåðíîñòè ñíèæåíèÿ òîëùèíû ëåíòû îòìå÷àëèñü õîðîøåé êîððåëÿöèåé ñ ðåçóëüòèðóþùåé
òâåðäîñòüþ èçíîøåííîé ïîâåðõíîñòè. Îòìå÷åíà àñèìïòîòè÷åñêàÿ ñòàáèëèçàöèÿ òâåðäîñòè ïî äîñòèæåíèè
îïðåäåëåííîé ãëóáèíû èçíîñà ïîâåðõíîñòíîãî ñëîÿ ïèëüíîé ëåíòû. Äàëüíåéøåå ïîñëåäóþùåå âîññòàíîâëåíèå
ïîâåðõíîñòíîé òâåðäîñòè ïî äëèíå ïîëîòíà ïèëû, âåðîÿòíî ïðîèñõîäèò ñîîòâåòñòâåííî çàêîíîìåðíîñòÿì
ðàñïðåäåëåíèÿ äèàìåòðîâ áðåâåí, ïîñòóïàþùèõ â òèïè÷íûå ëåñîïèëüíûå çàâîäû Ëèòâû.
Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà: ìîäåëèðîâàíèå, ïîëîòíî ïèëû, èçíîñ, òâåðäîñòü, áðåâíî.
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